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WHAT'S NEW

Mural painting season is right around the corner - we know that for some it has already begun. Mural
Routes staff continues to work from home BUT we see the light at the end of the tunnel! As we nalize the
planning stages of our summer projects and programs, we cannot wait to reconnect with many of you
(onsite and offsite) and look forward to a summer lled with (mural) art!

MURAL ROUTES' UPDATED MANDATE
For over a year Mural Routes' Board of Directors has been working to update our mandate to better re ect
what we do and value as an organization. As a valued member of our community we would like to take
this opportunity to share our revised mission, vision and organizational goals with you.
Mission
Mural Routes activates communities by facilitating the creation of responsive, collaborative murals, and
provides opportunities to build and advance careers in mural art.
Vision
To be a leading resource for all artists, organizations and communities creating mural art.
Goals
To provide accessible education, training, and consultation services for all aspects of mural
making
To advocate for the creation, maintenance and care of public mural art
To communicate and engage in dialogue around current and emerging trends, issues, and
opportunities in mural art.
To support and work with a variety of mural artists embracing diversity and inclusivity

Please contact us with any questions.
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PIECE BY PIECE: Online
Mosaic Workshops for
Scarborough Residents
Thanks to a Government of Ontario Seniors
Community grant, 27 Older Adults (55+) and
Seniors (65+) living in Scarborough developed
mural-making skills with experienced mosaic
mural artist Cristina Delago. As part of the
program, delivered virtually, each participant
created a mosaic panel to contribute to this large
community mural project on the theme of
gratitude. During the unprecedented times of
Covid-19 lockdowns and stay-at-home orders,
participants shared what they were grateful for
throughout the workshops. Using the time
together to heal and bond through the creative
process of mosaic-making, those involved in the
workshops developed a sense of community and
felt very connected in a time of physical isolation.
Participants were also able to create a mosaic
keepsake for themselves. Mural Routes supplied
and safely delivered all materials needed to
participate. Tech equipment and internet access
were made available for those who requested it.
Three series of online workshops took place from
March 8, 2021 to April 2, 2021.
The mosaic murals were installed at the
Scarborough Food Security Initiative, located at
3595 St Clair Ave East, Scarborough (Unit 22) on
May 25, 2021.

LESSONS LEARNED: ONLINE
PROGRAMMING
As a follow-up to the PIECE BY PIECE: Online
Mosaic Workshops for Scarborough Residents
(55+), we've compiled a list of the lessons we
learned while delivering these workshops. From a
Programming perspective, as well as the
Technical best practices, we have made this
resource available on our website for others to
refer to when determining how to offer their art
https://mailchi.mp/9e57fe055dcf/mural-routes-newsletter-spring-2021?e=5456dc2201
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You can find this resource on our website.

MURAL PROJECT AT 4325
HARVESTER ROAD,
BURLINGTON
Mural Routes and Lamenza Corporation are
pleased to announce Poonam Sharma as the
lead artist of the mural project at 4325 Harvester
Road, Burlington.
Poonam Sharma is a contemporary visual artist &
muralist. She grew up in India, where she learnt
folk & tribal art forms and explored contemporary
styles in Canada through various community art
projects. In her paintings and murals, she blends
the art forms to create a unique expression. She
is a newcomer artist, currently residing in
Burlington. Poonam enjoys the wonderful shops
and restaurants in vibrant Downtown Burlington
and loves exploring the beach and waterfront. In
2018, she volunteered for the Art Jury for the City
of Burlington Mural Project and in 2020, she
painted a local mural along the waterfront that
was met with an enthusiastic response from the
community members. Her connection to
Burlington deepens everyday. She finds
inspiration in all the small businesses, arts and
culture that Burlington has to offer and considers
Burlington a great city to live & work in!
We look forward to working with Poonam for this
mural project!

RAINBOW TUNNEL MURAL
Thank you to everyone who continues to show
their support for the Rainbow Tunnel mural
project. This June, Mural Routes will be working
with artist Rob Matejka, who led the restoration of
the Rainbow Tunnel in 2012, to repair the tagging
that took place this past winter. We are looking
forward to having the Rainbow Tunnel restored in
time for the summer weather.
Mural Routes has taken responsibility for keeping
https://mailchi.mp/9e57fe055dcf/mural-routes-newsletter-spring-2021?e=5456dc2201
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and the support from the City of Toronto. In the
past, we have covered the expenses associated
with repairs which come out of our own operating
budget. If you can, please consider donating
towards the maintenance of the Rainbow Tunnel.
The funds raised will be used towards purchasing
materials as well as paying the artist, not only this
one time, but in the years to come.
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MEMBERSHIP

FEATURED MEMBER ARTIST
Stephanie Bellefleur

Image: ‘Transformations Connected’, Stephanie Bellefleur,
photo credit Alia Yousef

Stephanie Bellefleur is a contemporary visual
artist of colour who was born in Venezuela, Latin
America, currently residing in Saskatchewan.
Stephanie’s artistic practice incorporates bold
colours with strong graphic lines. The Haus of
Bellefleur’s mandate is to provide accessible
opportunities through a conscious commitment to
the celebration of diversity in the local community.
The work focuses on public art and placemaking,
it prioritizes equity and sustainability, and it
provides capacity building components for both
youth and community members at large.
Read our interview with Stephanie.
Member highlights and interviews are intended to
promote you as Mural Routes Members and
allow you the space to share your practice,
career progress and recent projects. Highlights
may be featured on our website, newsletter, and
various social media platforms such as
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Interested in
being featured? Fill out the form here!
Read other interviews with Mural Routes
members here.
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We are thrilled to present a new series of virtual
meetups for Mural Routes Members - "Ask Me
Anything". These meetups will provide Members
with the opportunity to ask questions about
various topics to some of the key players in the
field.
On Thursday, May 20, Members had a chance to
learn and ask questions about the Bell Box
Murals Project from Michael Cavanaugh. Stay
tuned for more guests to be announced.
For more information about this virtual series
visit: muralroutes.ca/ask-me-anything/

BECOME A MEMBER

Not yet a member of Mural Routes? Visit our
Membership Page and join to gain perks like
Membership Highlights, job calls, and more.
"Because of you, I've learned so much and have
connected with many others in the mural world." Mural Routes Member Pam Lostracco

BECOME A MEMBER

IN THE NEWS

A roundup of mural-related articles that we found interesting, from
various news sources:
George Lucas's Museum Has Acquired an Archive Tracing the Creation of Judy Baca's Great Wall, One of
the Biggest Murals in the World
Even Street Artists Don't Like Seeing Their Work Tagged. Now, Chemists Have Developed New Methods
to Clean Murals of Graffiti
https://mailchi.mp/9e57fe055dcf/mural-routes-newsletter-spring-2021?e=5456dc2201
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James Prigoff, Who Documented Street Art, Dies at 93
Faded, defaced, but not forgotten - George Floyd murals and their social impact

DONATE

MAKE A DONATION TO
MURAL ROUTES
Now more than ever we depend on the
generosity of people like you. Your donation will
ensure that we continue to provide the resources,
training and mentorship that will help mural artists
and communities achieve their creative goals
during this difficult time. Please donate now, any
amount is appreciated.

MAKE A DONATION

Become a member of Mural Routes
Individuals: $50 (1 year) or $90 (2 years)
Corporate/Government: $185
Charitable/non-pro t groups: $75
Students (full-time w/ID): $25
Visit our website for details and to join.

Our o ce is closed until further notice:
1859 Kingston Road, Toronto ON
M1N 1T3 Tel: (416) 698-7995
muralroutes.ca info@muralroutes.ca

Mural Routes is generously funded by:
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